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A smooth demerger
IT transition
In December 2017 Wesfarmers announced that
they had sold their Curragh mine to Coronado.
This case study tells the story of the demerger’s
smooth IT transition with both organisations
partnering with Codify.
OBJECTIVE:
Separate and set up IT systems
within a tight transition time frame
In this acquisition, Coronado purchased a fully operating
business (the Curragh mine) from Wesfarmers Resources
Limited (WRL). Included in the acquisition were
‘functional IT systems at the moment of handover’
– without any disruption to the running of the mine.
The timeline from sale to transition was just 3 months.
Meanwhile, the small team that was staying with WRL
(i.e. not part of the Coronado purchase) also needed
new systems set up and ready to go. A time critical,
double-pronged challenge for Codify.
“The project team led by the Resources business needed
to ensure an effective separation,” said Mike Dixon,
CFO WRL. “We needed a setup that could work for the
team staying with WRL and to ensure we handed over
fully operational IT systems to the buyer (Coronado).”
“The critical thing was timing from a contractual
point of view. We had a specific time period within
which the transition had to happen. There could be
no compromise on the outcomes due to the many
obligations at play.”
CONRAD GAGNER
– Technology Manager, Curragh
(who was with WRL before the transition)

The WRL transition team selected Codify as the
IT partner, based on both their pre-existing
relationship and the experience Codify had with
similar projects.

“

“We wanted to ensure that we employed someone
that could deliver the outcomes we needed in the
tight time frames,” said Mike Dixon, CFO of WRL
(part of the transition team that stayed with WRL).
“With these sorts of projects, you don’t have the
opportunity to do it again. We had confidence that
Codify could deliver the results.”
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Codify completed two phases of works to support
the sale of Curragh to Coronado. In Phase 1 they
delivered a new cloud environment for WRL and
helped to identify and migrate data to new Office 365
and Azure platforms. Phase 2 was the migration to a
new Office 365 tenant for Curragh post sale. A critical
success factor of both phases was that there be no
outages.

“

A two-phase process supports
the transition for both
WRL and Coronado
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Codify helps organisations improve processes and operational efficiency by developing and aligning software
applications with real business needs. A certified Microsoft Gold Cloud Platform Partner, Codify’s team of highly
skilled consultants identifies challenges, and integrates complete solutions that exceed business goals. A
successful Codify solution delivers greater efficiency, lower operating costs and increased employee productivity.
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The changeover was smooth from all perspectives.
Mike Dixon was initially concerned that the new
resources office for WRL wouldn’t be established
quickly enough, but this was happily not the case.
The implementation resulted in a number of
benefits including:

“

■ S
 mooth changeover: “It was all very uneventful
which is what we wanted, “ said Conrad Gagner.
“There were no negative consequences which to
us means success, as the risks were significant.”
■ P
 rocess automation saves time: A key additional
benefit was the automation of the set-up process,
such as helping staff get up and running with new
email addresses. “We didn’t have to do it manually
which saved us so much time,” said Conrad
Gagner. “Codify set up scripts which ran in the
background to minimise the work required.”
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Codify helps organisations improve processes and operational efficiency by developing and aligning software
applications with real business needs. A certified Microsoft Gold Cloud Platform Partner, Codify’s team of highly
skilled consultants identifies challenges, and integrates complete solutions that exceed business goals. A
successful Codify solution delivers greater efficiency, lower operating costs and increased employee productivity.
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trouble. Our experience with them has
been, and continues to be, excellent.
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Looking ahead
A priority for Curragh is to learn from their
new knowledge around cloud infrastructure
and Codify will likely be key in any further
developments on this front.
“The team at Codify is really good. Free
flowing communication, a lot of knowledge
transfer, nothing is too much trouble.
Our experience with them has been, and
continues to be, excellent.”
ROCHELLE JONES
– Senior, Service Delivery, Curragh
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